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Plan

ln Realtime (2002) - a four and a half minute long piece of work by siegfried A. Fruhauf - a bright green ball can be seen whichemerges on black ground from the lower edge of the picture and moves slowly towards the centre where it fades away into the dark.A spherical-buzzing tone is to be heard that leads into an onomatopoetic wake of sound. Fruhauf records the movement of the sunin realtime' combines this with a very short extract from a pop song, which he extends to the duration of the piece, and thus showsthe baslc components of cinema - light and sound in combination with movement and time - in an extremely simple and plausibleway' The duration of a sunrise develops into a study of cinematography, bringrng together apparatus and sensuous factors. Leapback in time: Peter Kubelka as well' right from the beginning of his cinematic work, eraborates on the pecurarities and possibirities ofcinematography' This is shown in its most radical form in his third metric film Amulf Rainer(1g60), commissioned by the Austrianpainter of the same name' The film is exclusively made of light, darkness, sound (white noise) and silence. or formulatedmathematically: '16 entities of 576 frames, where 576 is the square of a cinematic second (24x24) and defines some sort of integrarframework of themes (21}x2"lg2x3, 144x4,96x6 etc.'i ln between each entity Kubelka, foilowing a defined score, combinesdifferent themes that eventuallyjorm a harmony which embraces every erement of image and sound.video 36 (2001) by Norbert ffalenbichler and Lotte schreiber is metric as weil. rn the form of a graphic abstraction, the visuar arearesembles a framed monitor whose surface is divided into a square and a rectangle. whilst ,in the left area 36 vertical and horizontallines run through the patterns of movement according to the principle of a digital binary system of order (o=vertical, 1=horizontal),(Gerald weber)' the right part of the picture consists of a continuaily varying range of corours. Underlying is a time-axrs which, rike' an hourglass' gives the duration of the work' Each area precisely corresponds to a variable of the number in the tiile (36). Thebeau§ of geometry is set into a mathematical system of order. A direct translation of acoustic material to a sequence of imagesaccomplishes the video tnstrument (1997) by Jürgen Moritz. using simpre pictoriar working methods, six seconds of materiar firmedfrom the monitor several times with several formats (s-Bmm, 16rnm, 35mm, Beta sp) are alienated and combined differenfly. Therhythm of music and its distortions define a principle of order and engender a stringenily composed mosaic of dynamics which inaddition refers to the texture of the apparatus.
ln numerous films Kurt Kren has also worked on the transposition o{ mathematical series to images. The technique of shortcutting -with which the frame' as smallest entity of montage, replaced the shot - is as regendary as the gorden cut of rhythmics. By this Krenmeant a serial montage in sequential technique, where the rength of the shot is carcurated from the number of frames which, in turn,are determinedthroughthe addition of thetwo preceding numbers (the exception is.r) respective ry (1,2,3, s,8, 13,21,34).,, oneofthe best known examples of a seguential technique with the possibili§ of combination is 15/67rv, produced .1 967 in Venice. Thefilm consists of five differently shot sequences of 1 and a harf seconds in rength, each of them copied 2.r times by Kren. ,These 

21times 5 shots were then set up in a specific sequence, something tit<e a ch]rdren's poem, a nursery rhyme,.ji, rnteresting as we,appears the chosen detail, where an interplay between light - i.e. what is visible, the concrete image in a way _ and shadow _ thepart of the image that through the silhouettes of people can be merery perceived as a brack surface - proceeds. peopre standing,sitting or walking' cadi in ntacx' regulate and determine the gaze on the armost documentary images. Moreover in 1s/67 TV rherhythm of time is made plain by rendering lhe films structure pg.rgeivabre. rn contrast, duration in the video R4 (2ooo)by Michaeraschwentner' because of its temporal lineari§, is visible right f;äm-lhe o.n,.r,rn rn a graphicaily distorted image, a train is to beseen leaving the station slowly but systematically; §ynchronised to the minimaristic sound track of erectro-acoustic band Radian. Thevideo' as one would expect' ends when the last car puils out of th" 
"t"t;;. ;; l)nrn,r"., derays and extends time and thus renderspossible the process of movement in its duration.

Structure

Geometrical forms have always generated a substratum for new aesthetic experiences in structural firms. crear patterns, precision,conceptuality or formafism are but a few key words for a current that moved in so many different ways and can be grasped throughthis notional system only up to a point ln a variety of recent video productions form proves to be an essentiar factor. For instance,architect and media artist [n:ia] (=Anja Krautgasser) in her video Rewind (2000) uies as her basic erement a rine out of whichemerge - and' in the end' return - numerous shapes. The content finds its expression in the composition, i.e. in the order(ing) of,and tension between' the indivldual elements in the picture. Referring to the geometricar rine Kandinsky once coined the beautifurterm 'invisible essence'' The line 'took rise from movement - and that through destroying the highest serf-contained rest of the point.
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Here a iump is made from the static to the dynamic'.' This principle appears to be incorporated in the piece: the dynamics of form,which follows the rhythm of music by shabotinski, in order to make audible and visibre the process of visuar and acoustic buirding.Quite different pictoral working methods can be found in the work of artists reMi (=Renate Oblak and Michaet pinter). Here a systemis attacked in order to gain from its result' countless calculated computer crashes are assembred ro a tour de force olthe perceptiveapparatus The sound asserts the rhythm' software is used to deceive and render inefficient oneserf and the hardware. rnterference,or the 'wrong' picture' - which does not exist here - proves to be the stylistic and structuring element. lt is not merely the productionof pictures that is important - each 'crashed' image stands in an afliance to abstraction - but rather the process of destruction thatgenerates the images of reMi and becomes visible in the picture as well.

Material

A very different form of attack represents the genre of found footage which, in Austria, has been continuousry used as a means ofartistic expression in avant-garde and experimental cinema from the 60's on and today can be detected in numerous video workstoo' The artistic process here does not anymore lie in the autonomous production of pictures but manifests itserf in the serection andsubsequent questioning' destruction' alienation and new contextualisation respectively of mainly historicar material. An importantpart of the productive process - comprising cinematic handicraft as weil as the use of computer technology and software programs- constitutes the treatment (omission, scratching, new scanning, changed exposure, use of firters, interfering signals, videofeedbacks etc') and rhythmicisalion of the material. The interpray between picture and sound randscape proves to be fundamentaragain' where both parts can be viewed as autonomous though inter-related areas. whereas in the videoAUs (1ggg) by skot (=TinaFrank and Mathias Gmachl) an already existing piece of music by christian Fennesz serves as the originar materiar, firms rike outerspace (1999) by Peter Tscherkassky or Passage ÄL acte (1993) by Martin Arnold generate - through the firtering and treatment ofbackground noise' snatches' screaming etc - a sound track that in the conteld of an electronic club culture easiry functions as asingular piece of music' The sound communicates with the picture which is skinned ,;r;'.;;";;';,r" depth structures ofthe film's body' to dissect the latter, decode it narratively and simultaneously signify its materiality.

Although the working methods and formal languages of the films and videos sketched in the above are quite different, they sharesome references and an aim: an attack on the current sensoric apparatus ,o i" ru,, by the recipient; and arso a corporeal cinemawhich understands the screen as a field of confrontation and pleads for a reflected perception.
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